Munich Neighbourhoods

Nymphenburg, BMW & Olympiapark
This huge area has two obvious clusters of sights: the Olympiapark/BMW attractions and Schloss Nymphenburg.

Maxvorstadt
This bustling district has a big focus on art, museums and grand facades, most of which are part of the Kunstareal, Munich’s arts quarter.

Altstadt & the Residenz
The Altstadt is Munich’s epicentre and it’s where you’ll find some of the city’s best sights, including the Residenz.

Schwabing & the Englischer Garten
Aimless wandering here leads to student hangouts, hip cafes and Jugendstil villas, plus the green of the Englischer Garten.

Haidhausen & Lehel
Trendy residential neighbourhoods where you can visit museums, explore an art nouveau house and stroll the leafy banks of the Isar.